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Abstract: Tuna are economically important fish species. The automated identification of tuna species
is of importance in fishery production and resource assessment in that it would facilitate the informed
monitoring of tuna fishing vessels and the establishment of electronic observer systems. As morpho-
logical characteristics are important for tuna identification, this study aims to verify the performance
of the automated identification of three Thunnus species through morphological characteristics based
on different machine learning algorithms. Firstly, morphological outlines were visually analyzed
using EFT (elliptic Fourier transform) and CNN (convolutional neural network). Then, the EFT
feature data and deep feature data of the tuna outline images were extracted, and principal compo-
nent analysis of the two different morphological characteristics was performed. Finally, different
machine learning algorithms were used to analyze the identification performance of tuna of the same
genus and different species. The experimental results showed that EFT features had the highest
identification accuracy in KNN (K-nearest neighbor), with 90% for T. obesus, 90% for T. albacores, and
85% for T. alalunga. Deep features had the best identification performance in SVM (support vector
machine), with 80% for T. obesus, 90% for T. albacores, and 100% for T. alalunga. Deep features were
better than EFT features in identification performance. The biodiversity and intergeneric differences
among tuna species can be well analyzed using these two different morphological characteristics.
Machine learning algorithms open up the way for rapid near-real-time electronic observer systems in
these important international fisheries.

Keywords: Thunnus; machine learning; morphometrics; convolutional neural network; morphological
visualization; automated identification

Key Contribution: Deep features were better than EFT features in identification performance and the
biodiversity and intergeneric differences among tuna species can be well analyzed using these two
different morphological characteristics. This method will promote the development of tuna fishery
automation and provide a feasible strategy for fish biodiversity research.

1. Introduction

Fishery products provide the basis for ensuring the supply of high-quality protein and
play a central role in global food and nutrition security [1]. Among them, tuna are important
targets for large-scale international industrial marine fisheries around the world [2]. Many
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important species of tuna have significant values, both economically and nutritionally, and
play a significant role in the economic development of many countries [3]. In addition, tuna
are among the most widely consumed seafood in the world and can be processed into a
variety of products, including canned fish and a variety of other products [4]. The principal
tuna species are Thunnus obesus, T. albacores, T. alalunga, T. thynnus, T. orientalis, T. maccoyii,
and Katsuwonus pelamis [5].

Species identification for fishery purposes has been the subject of a major Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) program since the 1960s [6]. Information on the biology of
fish is crucial for planning a sustainable management strategy for fishery resources [7]. The
documentation of morphological information is important to validate the taxonomy status
and kinship relationship within or between species [8]. At the same time, morphometric
characteristics are powerful tools for analyzing discreteness and relationships among fish
species. For this reason, the analysis of morphometric characteristics has been widely
used by ichthyologists to differentiate species and populations within a species [8–10].
Morphometrics is a common and inexpensive method to delineate taxa. Hence, it is a
popular technique in fish taxonomic identification [11]. Numerous studies have shown
that the analysis of morphometric data is a suitable approach to validate the taxonomic
status of fish [12,13]. However, with the rapid development of artificial intelligence, the
identification and classification of fish species have undergone great changes. Although
conventional fish classification methods still play a very important role, the combination of
artificial intelligence technology and fish biology can produce more efficient and automated
identification results.

The development of artificial intelligence technology has effected gradual develop-
ment of fisheries management towards an automation and informed direction across the
globe [14]. Machine learning is at the center of artificial intelligence and is a key technology
for realizing automated fish identification. Combined with high-performance computers,
machine learning technology can mine high-dimensional features and deep information in
data, thereby offering a solution to automated fish identification and fishery monitoring,
and introducing the fishery industry into a new era [15,16]. Biologists and related scientists
have conducted research on fish species classification based on machine learning techniques.
Fish species classification is usually achieved by collecting fish images, extracting fish image
features, and constructing classification models [17]. Machine learning technologies have
been used to classify fish species by extracting the morphology, color, texture, and other
features of fish images, and have made some progress [18]. Ogunlana et al. classified fish
species using machine learning techniques based on the shape features of the fish [19]. They
analyzed the training data of 76 fish (38 Ethmalosa fimbriata and 38 Scomberomorous tritor)
and the testing data of 74 fish (37 fish for each species). SVM achieved an accuracy rate of
78.6%, KNN had 52.7% accuracy, ANN (artificial neural network) had 60% accuracy, and
K-means (K-means clustering) had 51% accuracy. Tharwat et al. extracted the texture and
color features of fish images, used linear discriminant analysis to reduce the dimensions of
feature vectors, and then constructed a classifier algorithm [20]. They collected a dataset
that consists of four different fish species, namely Argyrosomus regius, Sardinella maderensis,
Scomberomorus commerson, and Trachinotus ovatus. Their experimental results revealed that
the classifier had an accuracy of approximately 96.4%. Andayani et al. used a combination
of GIM (geometric invariant moments), GLCM (gray-level co-occurrence matrix) texture
features, and HSV (hue saturation value) color features to select regions of interest and
used a probabilistic neural network classifier algorithm to classify fish, and an accuracy
rate of 89.7% was obtained [21]. There were three fish species classified in their research,
which were skipjack tuna, tongkol, and tuna with “out-of-water” conditions. Traditional
machine learning methods require extraction for the recognition and classification of fish
image features [22], but the extraction of fish features is affected by the diversity of fish
species, the environment of image collection, and the conditions for the implementation of
feature algorithms.
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Deep learning is capable of overcoming the deficiencies of conventional image classifi-
cation approaches [23]. Increasing computing power and data size, along with advanced
deep learning research, have contributed to the popularity of deep learning [24]. Deep
learning is a field of machine learning, and CNN is the most widely applied deep learning
method in which the multiple layers are trained and tested in a robust way [25,26]. CNN
fuses both feature extraction and classification blocks into a single and compact learning
body, which can result in a significant decrease in operational costs associated with human
observers [27]. Deep learning technology has good performance for fish classification
(Table 1), which is mainly due to the fact that deep learning methods such as CNN do
not need any feature extraction upfront. The identification accuracy is directly output by
inputting fish images [26].

Table 1. Deep learning methods for performance of fish classification.

Author Model Accuracy

Rathi et al. (2017) [28] CNN 96.3%
Villon et al. (2018) [29] CNN 94.9%
Rekha et al. (2020) [30] CNN 92%
Iqbal et al. (2021) [26] Original AlexNet 87%
Iqbal et al. (2021) [26] Improved AlexNet 90%

In addition, deep learning has many advantages as a fish feature extraction method.
There are relevant research reports using CNN models as tools for the extraction of fish
features. CNN extracts fish features as deep data and carries out identification in combina-
tion with traditional machine learning. Tamou et al. extracted features from a fish-image
dataset using the pretrained AlexNet network and used a linear SVM classifier. The dataset
included 23 species of fish. The experiment results achieved an accuracy of 99.5% [31].
Deep et al. used deep learning technology to identify fish, and the classification accuracy
of CNN was 99%, that of CNN-SVM was 98%, and that of CNN-KNN was 99% [32]. The
Fish4Knowledge dataset (23 fish species) was used in their study.

As the scale of marine fishing continues to expand, more and more attention has been
focused on fish biodiversity. In the future, tuna catches are likely to transform into a new
sustainable fishing model with automation and intelligence. Therefore, the automated
identification of tuna species will help to protect tuna biodiversity, which is significant
for improving the economic efficiency of fishing enterprises, enhancing fishery resource
assessment and sustainable management, and ensuring sustainable fishery production
in the future. In this study, we propose a method for the automated identification of
tuna species through morphological characteristics based on different machine learning
algorithms. We used elliptical Fourier transform features (morphometric features) and deep
features (CNN-obtained morphological outline features) to study the biological diversity
of different tuna species of the same genus and analyze the identification performance of
machine learning for different morphological features.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

In this study, a total of 300 Thunnus obesus, T. albacores, and T. alalunga were used
as research objects—100 of each species (Figure 1) that are among the most important
commercial tuna species for global tuna fisheries. The digital images of tuna were collected
by observers on board. Images were acquired using a digital camera and a smartphone.
Surveys were conducted in the Central Ocean and Western Pacific Ocean from March 2021
to September 2022. The tuna were aligned horizontally and centered in the images. The
images were processed to give images 400 pixels high × 800 pixels wide; these were then
saved in a JPEG file format.
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Figure 1. Three Thunnus species: the original image is on the left and the morphological outline is on
the right.

2.2. Methods

The automated identification of three tuna species consisted of three main steps:
(a) Morphological outline images were obtained by preprocessing tuna images; (b) elliptic
Fourier transform feature data (EFT feature data) were obtained by using the elliptic
Fourier transform, and the deep feature data of the shape contour were obtained by using
a convolution neural network; (c) different machine learning algorithms trained two kinds
of morphological feature data, obtaining evaluation metrics, ROC (receiver operating
characteristic) curves, AUC (area under the curve) values, and the confusion matrix by
identifying the test set using the trained model (Figure 2).

2.2.1. Preprocessing of Tuna Images

Images of the three Thunnus species were preprocessed using the computer vision
library (OpenCV). Image processing techniques such as bilateral filter, gray transformation,
image binarization, and contour extraction were applied to obtain a contour image of each
tuna (Figure 1). The tuna contour image was processed to obtain two different-sized image
sets, with 400 pixels high × 800 pixels wide and 224 pixels high × 224 pixels wide.
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2.2.2. Elliptic Fourier Transform Features and Morphological Reconstruction

An elliptical Fourier function perfectly describes a closed curve with an ordered set of
data points in a two-dimensional plane [33]. It uses an orthogonal decomposition of a curve
into a sum of harmonically related ellipses. These ellipses can be combined to reconstruct
an arbitrary approximation of the closed curve.

The program “pyefd” [34] was used to generate 20 harmonics for the morphological
outline of each tuna. It was implemented in Python using “Elliptic Fourier Features of a
Closed Contour”. Each harmonic is composed of 4 coefficients resulting in 80 coefficients
per tuna outline. Each tuna outline was normalized for size and orientation using this
program, which caused the degeneration of the first three coefficients to fixed values: a1 = 1,
b1 = 1, and c1 = 0. Therefore, each tuna was represented by 77 coefficients (EFT features)
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for the elliptic Fourier transform analysis. The morphological outline of each tuna was
reconstructed using “pyefd” with the reconstructed harmonic number from 1 to 20.

2.2.3. Deep Features and Convolution Neural Network Visualization

Deep learning is a field of machine learning, and CNN is the most widely applied
deep learning method [26]. In this study, VGG16 (variant of visual geometry group net-
work) [35] was used to extract deep features from tuna outline images. VGG16 has 5 blocks
(convolutional layers and pooling layers), and the network structure of VGG16 is composed
of 13 convolutional layers, 3 fully connected layers, and soft-max output layers [36]. The
convolution kernel of VGGNet is 3 × 3, and the ReLU function is used in the activation
units of all hidden layers.

Tuna outline images were resized from 400 pixels high × 800 pixels wide to 224 pixels
high × 224 pixels wide, and outline images were inputted to VGGNet. Visual analysis was
performed on the first convolutional layer of each block, and the mean image of the five
convolutional layers of VGG16 was outputted. The feature extraction process of VGG16 is
a process that proceeds from morphological outlines (biological features) to deep data, that
is, the process of the conversion of an outline image into data. Deep features were extracted
using VGG16 to extract tuna outline features, and the second layer of the fully connected
layer was used as the deep feature data to identify the three tuna species. The deep feature
data of each tuna outline image had 4096 features.

2.2.4. Machine Learning Algorithm

Three classification models were used in this study: support vector machine (SVM),
random forest (RF), and K-nearest neighbor (KNN). SVM is a widely used machine learning
method for classification. It can perform a nonlinear classification using kernel functions,
implicitly mapping its inputs into a transformed high-dimensional feature space and
finding a hyperplane with the minimum predictive error [37]. The radial basis function
(RBF) was used as the kernel function for the parameter optimization of the SVM model. RF
associated with multiple decision trees is a brand of ensemble machine learning algorithms.
This generalization is commonly used as the error term for a forest convergence when
the number of trees in the forest is large, which avoids the overfitting problem [38]. The
random forest algorithm has been widely used in various classification problems [16]. KNN
is one of the classification algorithms of machine learning. A sample is essentially regarded
as most similar to the K-nearest samples in the dataset, and if most of the said k samples
belong to a certain category, the sample also belongs to this category [14]. The sample is
then classified by measuring the distance between different eigenvalues.

2.2.5. Evaluation Metrics

The performance of each deep convolutional network model presented in this study
was measured with precision, recall, and F1-score [39]. Precision is the ratio of true positives
to all the positives predicted by the model. Recall is the ratio of true positives to all the
positives in the tuna dataset. The F1-score is a composite measure of precision and recall,
providing a better indication of the overall performance of the model. These measures are
defined as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(1)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2)

F1 score = 2
Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(3)

Here, true positive (TP) correctly predicts in the positive class, true negative (TN)
correctly predicts in the negative class, false positive (FP) incorrectly predicts in the positive
class, and false negative (FN) incorrectly predicts in the negative class.
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2.2.6. ROC Curves and AUC Values

In this study, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were analyzed to estimate
the specificity and sensitivity of the established different convolutional network model for
the discrimination of tuna species. In the ROC curve, the x-axis indicates a false-positive
rate (FPR), and the y-axis indicates a true-positive rate (TPR). AUC is the area below the
ROC curve. The area under the curve (AUC) has a value between 0 and 1 [37,40].

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(4)

FPR =
FP

FP + TN
(5)

AUC =
1 + TPR − FPR

2
(6)

2.2.7. Confusion Matrix

The confusion matrix is a matrix representation of the prediction results. It was used
to describe the performance of the classifier on a set of tuna test data. In this study, the
datasets of the three tuna species were drawn in a matrix form based on the criteria of the
actual tuna category and the tuna category predicted using the classification. The numbers
of TP, TN, FP, and FN obtained for each dataset were used to draw the confusion matrix for
each species.

2.2.8. Data Processing

To compare and analyze the three species, we used principal component analysis
to reduce the dimensions of two different feature data, and they retained 10 principal
components for data analysis. The principal component analysis diagram was drawn.
Different morphological feature datasets were divided into an 80% training set and a 20%
test set. In addition, the parameter of SVM was set to C = 60, γ = 0.5. RF parameters were
set to estimators = 100, criterion = “gini”. The parameter of KNN was set to K = 1.

The experimental environment included computer processor Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-
7700 HQ CPU @ 2.80 GHz; mainboard model LNVNB161216; primary hard drive NVMe
SAMSUNG MZVLW128 (119 GB); graphics card Intel (R) HD Graphics 630 (1024 MB) and
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 (6144 MB); and Python 3.6.6 for image data processing.

3. Results
3.1. Visualization of Tuna Morphology

We found that the elliptic Fourier transform and deep convolution neural network
could effectively characterize tuna morphological information. Tuna morphology was
visually reconstructed using the elliptic Fourier transform (Figure 3). The transforms of
harmonic 1 were all ellipses. When the harmonic number was five, the morphological
reconstruction of the three Thunnus species showed preliminary fish species characteristics.
When the harmonic number was 20, their morphological reconstruction was basically
consistent with the original tuna morphology. Through the first convolution layer of each
block (Figure 4), it was found that the deep convolution neural network could directly
obtain the tuna morphological information. The morphological specificity of tuna could
be observed during the convolution process from block 1 to block 4. At block 5, the tuna
morphological data were converted into deep data.
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3.2. Principal Component Analysis of Thunnus Species

The results of principal component analyses of the two morphological characteristics
of tuna showed that they could well extract the morphological information of the three
Thunnus species. From the first PC (principal component) to the tenth PC, the cumulative
contribution rate of EFT feature data was 83%, and the cumulative contribution rate of deep
feature data was 82% (Table 2). Among them, the PC1 of the EFT feature data contributed
27%, and deep features contributed 42%. As shown in Figure 5, the principal component
analysis of EFT feature data revealed that there were subtle differences among the tuna
species between different principal components, and each two principal components could
not well distinguish the three tuna species. However, from the single principal component
analysis of diagonal lines, it could be seen that there were differences among the three tuna
species. The results of the principal component analysis for the deep feature data were
similar to those of EFT feature data (Figure 6).

Table 2. Contribution rates of different principal components.

Principal Components EFT Features Deep Features

PC1 27% 42%
PC2 16% 15%
PC3 10% 9%
PC4 8% 5%
PC5 5% 3%
PC6 5% 3%
PC7 4% 2%
PC8 3% 1%
PC9 3% 1%

PC10 2% 1%
Cumulative contribution rate 83% 82%
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3.3. Evaluation Metrics of Different Machine Learning Algorithms

The evaluation metrics for the analysis of the three Thunnus species showed that
different machine learning algorithms had different levels of identification performance
across different morphological characteristics and therefore different species. According
to the evaluation metric analysis of EFT features, the average performance of different
machine learning algorithms was 82% in precision, recall, and F1-score (Table 3). Among
them, KNN had the highest average performance with precision, recall, and F1-score,
averaging 89%, 88%, and 88%, respectively. The average performance of the three machine
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learning algorithms for deep features was 87% precision, 86% recall, and 86% F1-score
(Table 4). Among them, SVM was the best, with 91% precision, 90% recall, and 90% F1-score.

Table 3. Values of performance evaluation metrics obtained using EFT features.

Algorithm Species Precision Recall F1-Score

SVM T. obesus 84% 80% 82%
T. albacores 94% 85% 89%
T. alalunga 78% 90% 84%

mean 85% 85% 85%
RF T. obesus 78% 70% 74%

T. albacores 62% 75% 68%
T. alalunga 78% 70% 74%

mean 73% 72% 72%
KNN T. obesus 86% 90% 88%

T. albacores 86% 90% 88%
T. alalunga 94% 85% 89%

mean 89% 88% 88%

Table 4. Values of performance evaluation metrics obtained using deep features.

Algorithm Species Precision Recall F1-Score

SVM T. obesus 100% 80% 89%
T. albacores 82% 90% 86%
T. alalunga 91% 100% 95%

mean 91% 90% 90%
RF T. obesus 77% 85% 81%

T. albacores 83% 75% 79%
T. alalunga 85% 85% 85%

mean 82% 82% 82%
KNN T. obesus 94% 85% 89%

T. albacores 89% 80% 84%
T. alalunga 79% 95% 86%

mean 87% 87% 86%

3.4. ROC Curves and AUC Values of Thunnus Species

ROC curves were analyzed to evaluate the performance of different machine algo-
rithms for the identification of Thunnus species. For the average AUC values of the two
morphological features of tuna, KNN had the best performance of 0.869, followed by SVM
with 0.8453 and RF with 0.844 (Figure 7). The average performance of EFT features on three
machine learning algorithms was 0.8292, and that of deep features was 0.8763. Therefore,
the AUC value showed that there was a difference in the performance of EFT features and
deep features for the identification of morphological information, and EFT features and
deep features had their own advantages within different algorithms.

3.5. Comparison of EFT Features and Deep Features Using Confusion Matrix

EFT features and deep features were used for predicted number analyses. Based on
the obtained results of EFT features, KNN had the lowest number of prediction errors,
followed by SVM and RF (Figure 8). KNN had two, two, and three errors in the prediction
of T. obesus, T. albacores, and T. alalunga, respectively. The prediction results of deep features
were different from those of EFT features. SVM had the fewest prediction errors, followed
by RF and KNN. The number of prediction errors of SVM for T. obesus, T. albacores, and
T. alalunga was four, two, and zero, respectively.
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Through the analysis of identification accuracy using EFT features and deep features,
the results showed that both features could identify tuna. In different machine learning
algorithms, the average identification performance of EFT features was 82%, while that
of deep features was 86% (Figure 9). The identification performance of EFT features in
the KNN algorithm was the highest. The identification accuracies of T. obesus, T. albacores,
and T. alalunga were 90%, 90%, and 85%, respectively. Deep features showed the highest
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identification performance among the SVM algorithms, with 80%, 90%, and 100% accuracy
for T. obesus, T. albacores, and T. alalunga, respectively.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Visual Analysis of Morphology of Genus Thunnus Species

Morphological characteristics are an important feature commonly used in automated
fish analyses [41]. On the one hand, morphological characteristics are determined by the
nature of fish. Many fish species can adapt to ecosystem modification because they are
naturally plastic in terms of their morphology [42,43]. On the other hand, morphological
characteristics are determined when the fish develops. Morphological characteristics in fish
are often associated with development, growth rate, nutrition, and environmental condi-
tions [44,45]. Morphological information has significant advantages in fish bioecology, so it
has a scientific theoretical basis for the automated analysis of fish morphological character-
istics [46,47]. The analysis of morphological characteristics allows a detailed description of
their shape and outline, which can be compared intra- or interspecifically [48,49]. Morpho-
logical characteristics have been used for the automated identification of fish [17,50]. A key
need for the monitoring of fisheries is comprehensive and reliable fish data [51]. Hence, the
automated analyses of fish morphology can facilitate electronic access to information, and
the automated identification of tuna would contribute to the precise quantification of the
catch, thus fostering the development of modern fishery management [52].

The two morphological characterization methods could well identify the three Thunnus
species. In the morphological reconstruction of the EFT method, the change process of
tuna morphology was from abstract to concrete. When the harmonic number was 10, the
first dorsal, second dorsal, pelvic, and anal fins were initially formed. When the harmonic
number was 20, each fin part was completely formed. At the same time, three different
tuna characteristics could be clearly distinguished at harmonic 20. In the morphological
visualization analysis of the CNN method, the change process of tuna morphology was
from concrete to abstract. In this method, the change from morphological features (shallow
features) to semantic features (deep features) could be visually seen from block 1 to block 5.
VGG16 had five blocks. During the convolution process from block 1 to block 4, the
morphological differences in the three Thunnus species could be found. Especially in
block 4, the fin parts of the three tuna species were all perceived by CNN as important
feature parts (where bright colors appeared in the image). By comparing the visual images
of the EFT and CNN methods, we confirmed that CNN could also qualitatively analyze the
morphological diversity of tuna.

4.2. Automated Identification of Different Tuna Species Using Machine Learning Algorithms

The data of the two different morphological features were analyzed using principal
component analysis. The cumulative contribution rate of the two morphological features
in the top ten principal components was more than 80%. It was further found that each
principal component of morphological characteristic data showed significant interspecific
differences among Thunnus species. It was preliminarily verified that the obtained data
of different morphological features were good, and they provided a good database for
subsequent automated identification.

The principal component data of different tuna morphologies were analyzed for
evaluation metrics, and the identification performance of deep feature data was somewhat
better than that of EFT feature data. In the average performance analysis of the three
machine learning algorithms for EFT feature data, the accuracy rate was 81% for T. obesus,
82% for T. albacores, and 82% for T. alalunga. In the performance analysis of individual
machine learning algorithms for EFT feature data, KNN performed the best, with an
average of 88% for T. obesus, 88% for T. albacores, and 89% for T. alalunga. In the average
performance analysis of the three machine learning algorithms for deep feature data, the
accuracy rate was 87% for T. obesus, 83% for T. albacores, and 89% for T. alalunga. In the
performance analysis of individual machine learning algorithms, SVM performed the best
in deep feature data, with an average of 90% for T. obesus, 86% for T. albacores, and 95%
for T. alalunga. In addition, the ROC curve and AUC value analysis results were similar to
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the evaluation metrics, which further verified that the identification performance of deep
feature data was better than that of EFT feature data.

By comparing EFT features with deep features, the results of the confusion matrix
analysis showed that the most advanced CNN had significant advantages in extracting the
morphological characteristics of tuna outlines. The results of the confusion matrix analysis
were consistent with the performance analysis of the evaluation metrics. The morphologi-
cal outline analysis of deep features had better robustness in the average performance of
the different machine learning algorithms (the average identification performance of EFT
features was 82%, while that of deep features was 86%). Among them, the identification
performance of EFT features in the KNN algorithm was the best. The identification accura-
cies for T. obesus, T. albacores, and T. alalunga were 90%, 90%, and 85%, respectively. KNN
had two, two, and three errors in the prediction of T. obesus, T. albacores, and T. alalunga,
respectively. Deep features showed the highest identification performance using the SVM
algorithm, with 80%, 90%, and 100% accuracy for T. obesus, T. albacores, and T. alalunga,
respectively. The number of errors in the prediction of T. obesus, T. albacores, and T. alalunga
using SVM was four, two, and zero, respectively. Due to the high similarity of the overall
morphology of tuna, the overall identification accuracy was only above 80% on average.
The difference among species was mainly reflected in the fin. Therefore, the identification
performance of each species of tuna using different morphological characteristics and
different machine learning algorithms revealed significant differences. However, each tuna
species has essential diversity characteristics, and therefore the identification performance
score was sufficiently high to effectively distinguish different tuna.

In addition, similar to previous studies, deep features combined with machine learning
algorithms directly extracted all the information of the original fish images for research
and consequently obtained good identification results [31,32]. This further verifies that
deep features combined with a machine learning algorithm can be applied to fish species
identification [31,32]. Future studies may better apply CNN to fish biology research and
fish diversity analysis by identifying tuna of the same genus and different species based on
their morphological outlines.

5. Conclusions

An automated method for the identification of three Thunnus species through mor-
phological features based on different machine learning algorithms was proposed in this
study. This method uses EFT features (morphometrics) and deep features (CNN) methods
to conduct morphological visualization analysis of tuna, and perform principal component
analysis and identification performance analysis, which can effectively study the inter-
specific differences and biodiversity of morphological characters of tuna species of the
same genus. Among different machine learning algorithms to identify tuna, EFT features
revealed the best identification performance in KNN, with an average identification accu-
racy rate of 88%. Deep features showed the best performance in SVM, with an average
of 90%. In conclusion, the results obtained indicate that the analysis of morphological
outlines (e.g., EFT features and deep features) supports the existence of three morpho-
types (diversity of interspecific differences) within the study Thunnus. This study verifies
the interspecific differences in the morphological characteristics of different tuna species
through different performance analytic methods. Automated identification using different
machine learning algorithms is helpful to further understand the morphological specificity
of tuna. The comparative analysis of different morphological characteristics shows that the
morphological data of deep features can be used to analyze the biodiversity of tuna. This
method will promote the development of tuna fishery monitoring and provide a feasible
strategy for fish biodiversity research in the future.
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